Abstract-The quality control for video coding usually absents from many traditional fast block motion estimators. In this letter, a novel block-matching algorithm for fast motion estimation named the adjustable partial distortion search algorithm (APDS) is proposed. It is a new normalized partial distortion comparison method capable of adjusting the prediction accuracy against searching speed by a quality factor . With adjustability, APDS could act as the normalized partial distortion search algorithm (NPDS) when is equal to 0, and the conventional partial distortion search algorithm (PDS) when is equal to 1. In addition, it uses halfway-stop technique with progressive partial distortions (PPD) to increase early rejection rate of impossible candidate motion vectors at very early stages. Simulations with PPD reduce computations up to 38 times with less than 0.50-dB degradation in PSNR performance, as compared to the full-search algorithm (FS). Experimental results show that APDS could provide peak signal-to-noise ratio performance very close to that of FS with speedup ratios of 7 to 16 times, and close to that of NPDS from 22 to 32 times, respectively, as compared to FS.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
OTION estimation is the vital process in many video coding standards such as ISO MPEG-1/2/4 [1] - [3] and ITU-T H.261/263 [4] , [5] . It efficiently removes the temporal redundancy between successive frames by block-matching algorithms (BMA). Block-based motion estimation is the most practical approach to obtain motion compensated prediction frames. It divides frames into equally sized rectangular blocks and finds out the displacement of the best-matched block from previous frame as the motion vector to the block in the current frame within a search window. The full-search (FS) algorithm is the most straightforward brute-force BMA, which provides the optimal result by matching all possible candidates within the search window ( pixels). In contrast, it is the most computational intensive as compared to other popular traditional fast BMAs like three-step search (3SS) [6] , 2-D-logarithmic search (2DLOG) [7] , the orthogonal-search algorithm (OSA) [8] , cross-search algorithm (CSA) [9] , new three-step search (N3SS) [10] , four-step search (4SS) [11] , and diamond search (DS) [12] , which reduce computational complexity by limiting the number of checking points within the search window. However, traditional BMAs perform block matching with diminishing search grid in subsequent steps and are easily trapped into local minima since they are based on the convcavity assumption of the block distortion measure (BDM) [7] . The BDM of matching blocks increases monotonically away from the global optimal point. There are often several local minima in real-world video sequences pretending to be the global optimum within the search region. It results in loss of visual quality and provides higher matching error with respect to FS. Recently, some fast-search algorithms perform block matching as in FS without limitation of checking points, especially the alternating subsampling search algorithm (ASSA) [13] and the normalized partial distortion search algorithm (NPDS) [14] . ASSA reduces number of pixels used in the BDM instead of number of checking points, and performs alternating block matching between these pixel-decimated (4 : 1) blocks. In NPDS, it introduces the normalized cumulative partial distortion comparison criterion for early rejection of impossible candidate motion vectors (CMV), whereas the halfway-stop technique is employed to reduce the computations in BDM, instead of pixel-decimation. However, they all lack the flexible adjustability between the prediction quality and searching speed. In this paper, a novel fast BMA, named adjustable partial distortion search algorithm (APDS), capable of quality adjustment against speed is proposed. The proposed algorithm consists of two parts. The first part is to increase the searching speed of NPDS by introduction of progressive partial distortions (PPD) at very early stages. This part introduces several PPD patterns for giving an upper bound reference of searching speed used in the next part and it is called the progressive partial distortion search algorithm (PPDS). The second part proposes our new adjustable partial distortion comparison method with enabling the quality/speed control, i.e., we can decide to trade-off different levels of block distortions for faster searching speed, or vice versa, for different aspects of applications. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the formation of PPD patterns and summarizes the PPDS. The adjustable partial distortion comparison method is presented in Section III. Section IV reports the significant experimental results on PPDS and APDS and conclusions are given in Section V.
II. PROGRESSIVE PARTIAL DISTORTION
A. Preliminaries
The most common BDM for matching two blocks is the sum of absolute error (SAE), which gives similar performance of using mean square error (MSE), but with much lesser computations. Suppose the block size is . The SAE or distortion of a block located at ( , ) in current frame matched against the block with a displacement ( , ) from ( , ) in previous frame is defined as [13] show that ASSA achieves about a four-times computational reduction, and those in [14] show that NPDS reduces computations by about 12-13 times, while both give MSE performance close to FS. ASSA can also be combined with a subblock or subsampled motion field as described in [13] to achieve about eight-times speedup.
The typical example of employing a halfway-stop technique in BDM is the conventional partial distance search algorithm, which is widely used in encoding process of vector quantization (VQ) [15] . It uses the partial sum of BDM to reject any impossible candidates at an earlier stage if the current partial distortion has been greater than the current minimum distortion before completing the whole block distortion . Hence, the remaining computations for matching can be ceased and saved. The partial distortion up to pixels of interest is defined as (2) where denotes the pixel offset from of the matching blocks and contributes to form the partial distortion , such that . Based on the halfway-stop idea, the conventional partial distortion search algorithm (PDS) performs partial distortion comparison in pixel-by-pixel basis and obtains the optimal solution as in FS. It is also the basis for developing NPDS, in which comparison carried out in terms of group of 16-pixel basis. Each matching block is divided into 16 equally sized groups or called partial distortions by orthogonal sampling of and pixels in horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. Each consists of 16 pixels and is accumulated to form the th cumulative partial distortion in the order as Fig. 1 . By comparisons of the normalized partial distortion against the normalized minimum block distortion , computational complexity is significantly reduced by high rejection of impossible CMV at early stage. However, NPDS results in a saving of multiples of 16-pixel matching-operations. As a result, it limits the maximum possible speedup ratios to or 16 times theoretically, where and are the number of pixels in the candidate block and the first partial distortion , respectively. In order to further increase the rejection rate, PPDs are proposed to be used in the first few stages of NPDS, such as , in which is further divided into a number ( ) of smaller partial distortions. For example, the maximum theoretical speedup can be increased up to 64 times if is subsampled to form four smaller partial distortions, in which each consists of 4 pixels, i.e.,
. With PPDS, it also releases a higher upper reference of searching speed for wider range of quality control.
C. Formation of PPD
First, the formation of the partial distortions in NPDS keeps unchanged throughout the proposed PPDS. The 16 and the th are defined as shown in (3) and (4), respectively. The corresponding values are listed in Table I . It is noted that is equal to the whole block distortion . For simplicity, the subscripts of for the current block on and are omitted where (3) where (4) Secondly, the first partial distortion is further divided into smaller partial distortions. Theoretically, it is a combinational-nature problem same as the formation of the 16 , in which further subsampling on is equivalent to taking pixel(s) out of iteratively until no more pixel left and results in possible combinational patterns, where . It can be imagined that the maximum possible PPD patterns is about . Since regularity of the PPD patterns favors both hardware and software implementations, Fig. 2 shows the eight proposed PPD patterns from to in which pixels are spaced as evenly as possible so as to delocalize the correlation between adjacent pixels and provide better representative on a particular smaller region in . The order of computing the PPD is marked on the pixel. Those pixels with the same marked number are regarded as the same group of PPD. Assume that there are totally partial distortions, which include those PPD obtained from and the original 15 , i.e.,
. In other words, PPD patterns are used to replace , while the rest of are deferred to correspondingly. Fig. 2 (a)-(d) show groupings of 1, 2, 4, and 8 pixels, and lead to be 31, 23, 19, and 17, respectively. Hierarchical subsamplings, as depicted in Fig. 2 (e)-(h), result in a "progressive" increase in partial distortion size. As a result, PPD patterns E to H show the formation of (1, 1, 2, 4, 4, 4), (2, 2, 4, 4, 4,), (1, 1, 2, 4, 8), and (4, 4, 8)-pixel of groupings, and lead to be 21, 20, 20, and 18, respectively. PPDS using pattern is called PPDS(v1), is PPDS(v2), etc., until pattern is PPDS(v8). Basically, and are defined as in (2) and (4) 
D. PPDS Algorithm
In general, PPDS performs block matching against all searching points. Each searching point is taken in a spiral manner from the search window, starting from the origin of (n; k) = n, where n is the number of pixels cumulated in D . For APDS, f (n; k) is used and k represents the quality factor. the search grid, moving spirally outwards along the boundary at . Matching using a spiral manner is used to exploit the center-biased motion-vector distribution characteristics of the real-world sequence [11] , [16] . PPDS performs normalized distortion comparison criteria (NDC):
and rejects any impossible CMV if of the current candidate is greater than , where , is the number of pixels cumulated to the th partial distortion, and . Otherwise, is recomputed with inclusion of the next partial distortion and repeats the normalization comparison until the last partial distortion
. At the end of a block comparison, if the candidate with keeps a value smaller than , it replaces the current minimum. The NDC can be simplified into . The procedures of PPDS in the calculation of BDM for early rejection are described in the flowchart shown in Fig. 3, where . 
III. ADJUSTABLE PARTIAL DISTORTION COMPARISON
The parameter in the NDC decides whether the block-matching on the current candidate continues or stops for the rest of the partial distortions. It can be used to provide adjustability for better quality or faster searching speed. In order to achieve such adjustable control, an adjustable function is designed to replace the parameter , i.e., NDC:
. Based on the adjustable NDC, it comes to the proposed APDS. APDS introduces a quality factor , which leads different output of for adjusting the quality of the search. This adjustable function results in a new set of values larger than the original value for any > 0 and is defined as (6) Therefore, APDS relates the prediction quality and searching speed from NPDS to the conventional PDS. When , then , and APDS gives the same performance as in NPDS. In such a case, the resulting BMA performs as does NPDS or PPDS, i.e.,
. It also provides matching criterion toward the optimal result of PDS or FS when is approaching 1, i.e., . In general, is a linear function of with slope and -intercept
. As the quality factor increases from 0 to 1, the slope of decreases gradually from 1 to 0. The straight line with slope seems to Fig. 4 , which shows the adjustable function plotted for several quality factors . Below, the three properties observed from Fig. 4 are discussed.
1) The values of
at larger values of are always larger than that at smaller for any distortion size , i.e., for .
2) The starting point of the straight line , for any , is proportional to the -intercept and, thus, to the quality factor , i.e., -intercept ( is multiplied by proportionally to give the starting point at the chosen quality factor).
3) The increase of at smaller sizes ( ) of cumulative partial distortion is always larger than that at larger distortion sizes ( ) for any , i.e., for . Since larger values of increase the chance of keeping the BDM comparison on the current candidate, properties (1) and (2) point out that a larger quality factor results in better quality, i.e., for any . For property (3), when using the proposed adjustable NDC (i.e., ), candidates with fewer pixels in comparison ( , where ) will be less likely ( ) to be rejected at an earlier stage ( ), as compared with using the original NDC (i.e., with ). Later rejection implies higher resultant quality. This phenomenon will diminish and the comparison criteria performs as the original NDC when increases, i.e., . Thus, APDS with makes it necessary to adjust block-matching motion estimation for better quality toward the optimum, while partial distortion comparison still possesses the early-rejection behavior for faster searching speed at the desired prediction error. As the size of the cumulative partial distortion ( ) is not continuously increasing in APDS, still keeps a uniform and linear increasing pattern, as shown in Table III , from small to large partial distortion size as increases.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm PPDS and APDS are simulated using the luminance of the popular video sequence "tennis," "garden," and "football." They consist of different degrees and types of motion content and are in SIF (360 240, 80 frames) and CCIR601 (720 486, 40 frames) formats. Due to space limitation, we will only present the three representatives among the six vigorous simulations. First two sequences are "tennis" and "football" in SIF format and the last is "tennis" in CCIR601. In all of the simulations, SAE block distortion measure, block size , and search window 7 (SIF)/ 15 (CCIR601) are used. For CCIR601, half-pel accurate motion estimation is used for all BMAs and its computations are also counted. In NPDS, each block is sampled orthogonally using pixels into partial distortions, as shown in Fig. 1 . The proposed PPDS(v1)-(v8) are obtained by further subsampling on with PPD patterns as shown in Fig. 2 . For PPDS(v3) and APDS, the first partial distortion is subsampled orthogonally using and PPD. PPDS and APDS are compared against six traditional BMAs: FS, PDS, 3SS, N3SS, 4SS, and DS, and two recent fast BMAs with searching all candidates, ASSA and NPDS, by the four aspects. They are: 1) MSE or PSNR performance; 2) total operations (absolution, addition, comparison, and left-shift operations); 3) average distance from the true motion vector per block; and 4) probability of finding the true motion vector per block. The first two aspects provide the prediction quality and computational reduction. The last two reveal how "close" the ) average distance from and probability of the true motion vector per block against the quality factor k using SIF sequence "tennis". motion vector found in the BMA to that found in FS is, regardless of the prediction quality or searching speed. That means that even though a BMA achieves better quality in the high level of visual concepts, the motion vector may be far away from the "true" motion vector found in FS. In particular, the frame size of CCIR601 sequences is four times that of SIF, and motion displacements in the pixel will be larger and will result in lower performance in the last two aspects: average distance and probability. The following two sections will present the performance comparison using SIF format without explicit notification. Similar performance and much better quality using PPDS and APDS can be found using CCIR601s. Table IV shows the average computations and PSNR performance of each BMA using the three representative sequences. Among PPDS(v1) to (v4), the smallest the partial distortion at provides the fastest searching speed, however, the worse the prediction quality is. For the hierarchical versions PPDS(v5) to (v8), they show the intermediate results of trading off the searching speed for better quality by the proposed incremental partial distortions. Similarly, the more the incremental partial distortions with smaller sizes at give faster speed, such as PPDS(v5) with pattern (1, 1, 2, 4, 4, 4). In particular, hierarchical progressive partial distortions can provide similar results as uniform grouping at . For example, PPDS(v5), PPDS(v6), and PPDS(v8) result in similar searching speed with better quality than PPDS(v1), PPDS(v2), and PPDS(v3), respectively. This means that the performance of PPDS depends mainly on the first two or three partial distortions, provided that all distortion sizes at are small enough to save sufficient amount of computations during round-by-round BDM comparison, e.g.,
A. Experimental Results on PPDS
. That is, even though PPDS(v7) has the first three partial distortion sizes similar to that of PPDS(v5), it performs differently. In general, PPDS gives 19.30-61.54 times speedup with 0.31-0.94 dB degradation on PSNR performance, as compared to FS. All PPDS gives much faster searching speed than all other BMAs. Among them, PPDS(v3) results in similar PSNR performance to, or even better than, traditional BMAs, such as 3SS. It gives 27.86-37.55 times speedup with 0.46-0.50 dB PSNR degradation from the FSs. Thus, as PPDS(v3) compromises both the searching speed and prediction quality among all PPDS and with its regular pattern for simpler implementation, it is chosen for APDS simulations and comparisons using the four aspects in the next part. When using the CCIR601 format, PPDS provides much better quality than traditional BMAs. It generally provides 0.05-0.25 dB PSNR degradation and reduces computations by about 21.45-45.66 times as compared to FS.
B. Experimental Results on APDS
The APDS used in our simulation is based on the PPDS(v3), which has already defined the upper and lower references on speedup ratio and prediction quality, respectively. Fig. 5(a) and (b) plot the four aspects against the quality factor , for , using the SIF sequence "tennis." From Fig. 5(a) , the average frame-wise values on the first two aspects are plotted; we can choose a suitable , which can speed up the motion estimation process at the expected quality output for our desired applications. The average distance from and probability of finding the true motion vector can also be obtained correspondingly for the chosen .
Table V compares the four aspects of each BMA, in which APDS( ) represents APDS with chosen quality factor , using the three representative sequences. APDS( ) shown in Table V maintains similar PSNR performance together with much faster searching speed than all other BMAs. As compared with FS, APDS maintains its PSNR performance very close to FS's at 7.20 and 12.89 times speedup, for the sequences "tennis" and "football," respectively. As compared with ASSA, APDS gives better PSNR results and reduces computations by about 3.40-4.74 times at for the sequence "tennis" and for the "football," respectively. As compared with NPDS, APDS(0.01) also has better PSNR performance than NPDS on both sequences with a computational reduction of 1.76-2.33 times more than that of NPDS. Additionally, as compared with traditional BMAs, APDS has a speedup ratio of 2.16-4.10 times, with better or similar PSNR performance. Secondly, it also gives better PSNR performance by 0.24-1.40 dB more, with a faster searching speed by 2.61 ( ) times for "tennis" and by 14.90 ( ) times for "football," respectively, which are faster than all traditional BMAs. In addition, APDS( ) not only outperforms all other BMAs in quality and speed, it also finds the motion vectors which have much closer average distance and higher probability to the "true" ones found in FS. For example, APDS(0.04), which provides better quality than other BMAs with faster speeds, results in about 93.31% of true motion vectors having a 0.155-point-distance away from the optimal point in FSs, for the sequence "tennis." When using "football," APDS(0.08) results in about 98.91% of true motion vectors having a 0.016-point-distance away from the optimal point found in FS. Fig. 6 (a) and (b) plots the result of APDS for "tennis" in CCIR601 format. APDS always outperforms other BMAs, with quality much closer to FS's at about 0.03-0.11 dB. In this case, APDS can even outperform the FS's quality in terms of MSE/PSNR performance for a larger frame size with larger search window. This can be seen in the plot depicted in Fig. 6(a) , which gives quality above the FS's and drops back to saturation if . This phenomenon is because optimal results (i.e., FS) using SAE and MSE do not coincide on the same motion vector. Thus, a particular fast motion estimator can give even better MSE or PSNR performance than FS's when all methods employ SAE as BDM. Nevertheless, SAE gives fewer and simpler computations. Fig. 7(a)-(d) compares the four aspects using "tennis" in SIF format. In Fig. 7(a) , it is noted that ASSA and NPDS perform very close to FS's. The proposed APDS(0.11) always seems to be overlapped with FSs, and overwhelms all other BMAs. PPDS(v3) seems to indicate the upper reference of the MSE curve available for APDS, . In Fig. 7(b) , the total operations of FS, PDS, and ASSA are omitted for clearness and are magnified. It is also noted that APDS(0.04) provides faster average searching speed to all other fast BMAs, as shown in Table V . There is a "jump" observed in all BMAs starting at frame 21, which is due to the camera zooming of the sequence "tennis." This big jump becomes dominant, especially for APDS(0.04) and APDS(0.11), which examine every checking point with partial distortion blocks, while other BMAs just examine a sampled search area with full-distortion BDM. PPDS(v3) also acts as the highest reduction of computations available and is equivalent to APDS when . In Fig. 7 (c) and (d), both the average distance and probability obtained using APDS(0.11) outperform all other BMAs in comparison.
C. Computation Analysis
All operations throughout the paper are counted by computer program and could thus provide the exact performance of the proposed PPDS and APDS algorithms. As the number of operations of a search algorithm reveals its searching speed in reverse relationship. Absolutes (Abs.), additions (and subtractions) (Add.), and comparisons (Com.) operations are used to count the intensive BDM computations and the minimum BDM update process of all BMAs. For example, there are 256 absolutes and 511 additions in a full-distortion BDM computation, as denoted in (1), and each BDM (or every cumulated partial distortion ) requires 1 comparison operation for the current minimum identification. The comparison count thus requires more as the full-distortion BDM are broken into various partial distortion blocks, such as the multilevel subsampled pattern with PPDS(v7)'s result shown in Table IV .
It is also noted that multiplication operations exist in NDC. In PPDS comparison, all multiplication operations are translated into combinations of "left-shift" (LS.) and "addition" (Add.) operations. Table VI shows the translation of the right-hand-side (RHS) of NDC into left-shift and addition operations and results in, at most, four simple operations for a multiplication. The adjustable function in (6) should make APDS producing smooth curves versions of plots on quality/speedup and distance/probability against theoretically, but impractical for implementation. Thus, 19 values are pre-computed for all (0.00 to 1.00) by means of integer precisions and round-off operations. The multiplications involved in these pre-computed 19 values only occupy a very small portion of operations and could be neglected. Furthermore, the multiplications in the NDC comparison could also be translated into combinations of "left-shift" and "additions" once a dedicated quality factor is chosen in similar manner as in Table VI .
With the use of rounded values of , it results in slightly stepping-behavior of the PSNR/speedup ratio and distance/probability performance against , as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. From these figures, it is seen that the performance usually has a large slope in small . This implies that the performance of APDS is highly dependent on the selection of quality factor , which is also quite sensitive for different video sequences. Optimality in the motion estimation process always refers to finding motion vectors with the global minimum BDM inside the search area and, thus, to the prediction quality obtained from FS. In APDS, we could also refer the "optimal quality factor " to any of the four simulation aspects. Taking the PSNR as the optimal criteria, as an example, APDS with optimal , as shown in Fig. 5 , gives FS quality at a searching speed of 5.27 times faster than FS, and on average with 99.30% finding the "true" motion vectors and with 0.018-point-distance away from them. As increasing the searching speed causes more distortion, and increasing the probability results in motion vectors found closer to the "true" ones, we could use the mean of the quality factors , which correspond to the two curves of slope in the PSNR/speedup plot in order to represent the "optimal" quality factor for a video sequence. Similarly, this suggested method of getting an "optimal" could also be applied to the distance/probability plot and even to all four aspects. Since there is usually a large slope at small in the PSNR/speedup plot, the proposed working values of the quality factor are for SIF and for the CCIR601 format, respectively.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, PPD is proposed at the first few stages of NPDS to increase the early rejection rate of impossible candidate motion vectors. Simulation on NPDS with different PPD provides computational reduction up to 61.54 times with less than 0.94-dB degradation on PSNR performance as compared to FS's. In addition, APDS is proposed. It introduces a quality factor to the normalized partial distortion comparison so that NPDS can be adjusted to provide an optimization on the tradeoff between searching speed and quality from PDS to NPDS. Experimental results show that the proposed APDS has PSNR performance very close to NPDS at , with a computational reduction up to 2.33 times as compared to NPDS. Thus, APDS is very suitable for a wide range of video applications such as low-bit-rate video conferencing and high-quality video coding.
